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About This Content

In 2017, the team behind The House in Fata Morgana held a concert and panel discussion event in Osaka, Japan called "The
Live in Fata Morgana," and this is a complete recording of that event. Enjoy some of the most memorable and heart-wrenching
songs from the series performed live, as well as an in-depth discussion with Keika Hanada and Moyataro about Fata Morgana

and Novectacle's past, present, and future.

The concert is presented in 4K video with high-quality audio.

Performers

Gao (Vocals)

Kerry (Backing Vocals)

Aiko Nakabayashi (Piano)

Takato Kumashiro (Bass)

Kanade Matsumoto (Drums)

Panel Guests
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Kakeru Kasai (MC)

Keika Hanada (Writer)

Moyataro (Artist)

Setlist

--First Set

The House in Fata Morgana

Giselle

Dammi una Sigaretta

Fábula Escrita

A Requiem for Innocence

--Panel Discussion

--Second Set

Reencarnação

Dance and Stamp and Cheer!

Serie de Fragmento

Twilight

Ciao Carina
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the house in fata morgana live in osaka

nice idea with a lot of potential. Currently it completely exacerbates the motion sickness problem you get with VR with
movement. Jet pack you can get used to, but the walking made me incredibly queasy.
Quite fun but needs more content (I know it's coming) and some way to overcome motion issues.. Very nice game, also one of
Veibyn's great games. I've played it some hours, and it is enjoyable also a little frustrating some times. As a game should be, also
there is some dead ends. So you can't just rush thru the game.
I like this game.. 2d anim tiddies wamen
Good wank enjoyed the story. (You can laugh / bulli . I allow you.) But honestly, what more could i possibly say?  . no good
dont waste time on this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665life too short. playing on lower level you still get
your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665kicked. just another game developer lacking research into actual events. no chance to
change course of war historicaly. I know you wont post this go \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 your self game not worth 5
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s. It's pretty bad as a game, not worth the money, buy the pepe emoji seperate. Fun skiiing
experience. Really feel the sensation when flying off a cliff through the air.. is this real life?. This is more of a Yes and No
review. While yes, the OST is Amazing, its also a No because you have to open the folder for the game (cough cough Program
Files (x86) > Steam > steamapps > Common > Night in the Woods sorry for filler) to get it.. It´s now in my TRASH category.
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Very nice game, the game engine has some problems on Windows 10 (as in if i alt tab i get a black screen when i come back and
i need to close the game) but i like the story, the pace, the graphics !. I bought this game for super cheap on sale. I am very
pleasantly surprised by how fun and entertaining it is. I can tell this game is made with love and passion, even if its a little rough
around the edges it manages to capture that Metroid\/SOTN feel I look for in these kinds of games. Highly reccomended by
me.. Pretty cool. IMO, worth it for the source code alone.

I hope others can give it some more RPG elements.

Could see this being mashed more on the wizardry side, rather than the rouglike side. Needs a little NPC dialogue system, plus
obviously a more refined character system, and a new battle system.

But I dont mind the simple UI choices, perhaps just slightly expand those. And I'm infavor of the simple grapics choices, as it
makes it much easier to add more content.. After a great start with chapter 1 & 2 this chapter is too dialogue heavy, most
puzzles are solved by ploughing through conversations but admittedly some thought is required, trouble is the puzzles are just
too vague when they do come and sometimes illogical eg. we are not allowed to look behind an object until later in the level
when you have a map of the same room? I am happy to try chapter 4 but no one has reviewed it yet to see if it is better..
Revolution Under Siege is probably the grandest grand strategy I've ever played. Despite focusing on only one war and its
consequences, it manages to have perhaps the most strategic options I've seen in a game of its kind. Everything from farmlands
and supply lines of ammunition and food, to the harsh Russian winter and epidemics, to home politics, popular support on a
provincial basis, and repression is implemented. Unlike with other strategy games, I have never had a single moment where I've
though "Oh, damn, this game would be so much better if this was in!", and not a single thing feels out of place.

The battle system is probably my favorite part of it all. It simulates everything from the terrain you came in on, to which range
the armies started firing at, and the overall morale and skill of the troops. It adds an entirely new layer of strategy to the game,
as battles will not always just be decided by who has the larger doomstack, but rather a fairly large amount of factors. Aspects
of guerrilla warfare, often overlooked in other games set in the era or beyond, are definitely present, with the ability to sabotage
supply lines, raise partisan militias to ambush your enemies, and more. It's possible (though admittedly difficult) for a small,
highly mobile army, to outplay a larger force and cause a significant amount of damage.

As much as I enjoy it, however, the game is not without its flaws. It gives off the impression that the AGEOD engine just
cannot handle it, due to poor optimization, crashes, semi-frequent slowdowns and weirdness between turns. However, this is not
the case. It's one of the better optimized AGEOD engine games, which says a lot about the engine it's on. Running Windows 7, I
found it to be completely playable, despite its issues. However, from what I've heard, this is not the case on Windows 10, and
the game barely functions on the OS. Additionally, despite having support for playing the game by email, there is no ingame
multiplayer.

Aside from the problems with the engine, the game its self is also very poorly documented. The UI is daunting to those without
prior experience, and the tutorials are insufficient to teach you how to play the game. Due to the low popularity of the game,
there are enough tutorials online to count with one hand. The only way to really learn is to fail again and again, and watch other
people do the same in the hopes of learning from their mistakes. As a result, this game can take weeks to learn.

Overall, I find Revolution Under Siege to be one of the best grand strategy games I've played, and definitely the best game on
the AGEOD engine. It's not something I'd recommend to everyone, however. The engine quirks and lack of documentation lock
out all but the most patient fans of grand strategy.. This game is like a little peice of history, and it's wonderful to see it on
steam.

I'd recommend it for coop experience or if you're into some retro-gaming.

The most dated aspects of this game are the graphics and some of the controls can be a little bit frustrating, but otherwise this is
fun diablo clone type game that (at the time) was breathing some fresh air into the other clones.. 10/10 would fork again. It's
true that nostalgia plays a role in the greatness of this game, but at its core are some mechanics that I have not seen duplicated
since this cult classic.

Managing the food supplies is deceptively simple at first. Eventually you discover that overuse of your fields can result in a
drought and starvation while a healthy mix of meat, dairy, and grain will give you the most stable and happy peasant population
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and general economy by extension -- after all, economy and farming were closely related in the dark ages.

I suggest downloading the actual PDF manual to help with harder difficulty levels (which are very fun and challenging,
especially on complex maps where you can cripple opponents with one decisive strike).

While the seasons are turn-based, the battles are RTS with an option to increase or decrease speed on the fly. This makes for
great build-up and epic tide turning battles that just aren't present in many other games.

I'd say this game matches the complexity, realism, and challenge of Civilization, but the battles are much more fun and it
removes much of the tedium. The opponents are all basically the same back-stabbing AI, so some variation in personality or
goals here would have been nice, but for what it is, it's a superb game of it's type\/time.
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